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The A14 is an artery, squeezing traffic some 130 miles between the North Sea container 
port at Felixstowe and the tangle of roads at the Catthorpe Interchange in Leices-
tershire, where it feeds into two of Britain’s major motorways. It is an urgent road, 
urgent in its flow of commuters and of containers. This urgency is only intensified 
by the routine sensation of being stuck; stuck in queues, stuck behind overturned 
tankers and spilled loads – sugar beet, onions, offal, ethanol.
The part of the A14 I am most familiar with from my fieldwork (see Irvine 2017) is 
the stretch that hugs the Cambridgeshire fens. Here the road is a margin above flat 
arable farmlands. Lorries join the A14 from the fens: carrying produce westwards from 
farms onto the motorway network, and so to wholesale and supermarket distribution 
centres; travelling eastwards with sugar beet for the sugar processing plant at Bury 
St Edmunds, a well-known A14 landmark. 
This is productive land. Half of the total Grade 1 farmland in England – the highest 
grade under the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs’ Agricultural 
Land Classification – is in the East Anglian fens. The road keeps clear of the drained 
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Construction of a viaduct 
over the River Great Ouse 
flood plain. The new route 
has to navigate terrain 
where the boundary 
between land and water 
is historically uncertain, 
December 2017.  
Photo: Highways England.
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peatlands whose black soil makes the region so fertile, skirting the fen-edge, and 
with good reason. Intensive drainage works from the seventeenth century onward 
have transformed wetland into dry-land; yet this presents its own geostructural 
problems. Peat fen, thousands of years in formation, wastes away once drained. As 
the once-waterlogged organic matter is exposed to the air, it oxidises, and so land 
that has been drained and brought under cultivation rapidly lowers. This subsiding 
land poses infrastructural challenges, to be avoided if possible.
Of course, when the fen was a wetland, navigating through the soggy ground was 
itself a problem. During the Roman occupation of Britain, this fen-edge road was 
the strategic route around the wet. Here, old routes persist. Between the towns of 
Cambridge and Huntingdon, the tarmac of the A14 is superimposed on the Roman 
roadway, one section of the Via Devana (as it would come to be named in the nine-
teenth century) that linked the North West with the South East of England. This 
contributes to a temporality of repetition on the road: a daily ebb and flow along 
the road, nested within a rhythm of movement stretching back millennia.
In 2017, the A14 got a writer in residence as part of a scheme set up by the Institute 
of Continuing Education at the University of Cambridge. When I approached the poet 
L.H. Johnson, who took up the role, to ask her about her experiences exploring and 
writing about the road and its landscape, she remarked on its “spatially intimate” 
nature: the population density of the A14 corridor, the sense of being in the presence 
of so many stories through time. In the writing workshops she organised as part of 
her residency,1 participants responded to the currents of history along the road: some 
wrote about the Romans along the Via Devana, for example, while Johnson herself was 
inspired by the serenity of the American Cemetery – the rows of crosses and walls 
of names of Americans who died in the Second World War – in such close proximity 
to the stress-inducing junction that links the A14, A428 and M11. As she explained, 
the road connects these strands of history with the timelines of our own lives: “we 
live our lives in patterns and routines, and roads form a part of that pattern. We fall 
in love, we move house, we find a new job – and somehow, transport networks and 
roads in particular help to form part of that web. The A14 figures in the pattern of 
a lot of people’s lives.”
Now the stream of traffic is veering off the route. A four-year major roadbuilding 
scheme will re-route this stretch of road to the south of the existing course, increas-
ing the number of carriageways and expanding capacity. As Chris Pinney (2002) has 
suggested, through the expansion of road traffic into an ever wider space we come 
to realise that we live in worlds created not through human agency alone but by and 
for human/motor hybrids. So, such road building is necessary for the continuation 
of our combustion-engine present (a continuation that, for now at least, relies on 
our ongoing treatment of oil from the planet’s deep past as an infinite resource).
Yet if the building of new roads fixes the present by enabling the continuation of 
our taken-for-granted lifestyle, the processes of excavating the route and quarrying 
nearby material for the road juxtapose that present with the long-term history of 
a landscape in motion. Glacial till, the material deposited by ice sheets, is witness 
to the extent of the ice during glacial cycles in the Pleistocene epoch, between 2.5 
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million and 11,700 years before present. River terraces show the extent of what is 
now the River Great Ouse during the period of substantially higher sea level as the 
glaciers retreated. In October 2018, while quarrying for road materials in river terrace 
deposits at Fenstanton along the edge of the peat fen, workers discovered remains 
of woolly mammoth and woolly rhino, at least 100,000 years old – creatures adapted 
to life on cold grasslands south of the glaciers. A very different environmental past 
protrudes into the present.
Road construction aims towards the production of certainty. It responds to a desire 
for routes that are to be relied upon, and for movement not to be left in doubt; this 
is the expectation, however realistic or unrealistic, that shapes day-to-day life, and 
the construction supports those expectations. But attention to the time-depth of 
the terrain beneath the A14 reminds us that the landscape is not a static container 
onto which we can project such certainty. This is a road being built for a future whose 
environmental conditions may be substantially different to those of the present.
Indeed, this has historically been a flood-prone region. Constructing a road that runs 
through areas with the highest grade of flood risk means taking account of flux in 
the surrounding landscape while trying to produce certainty in spite of it. Culverts 
on the scheme are designed to accommodate 1 in 100-year rates of flooding,2 fac-
toring in the need for additional capacity due to rising sea levels caused by climate 
change. Loss of floodplain from road construction will be offset by the creation of 
new buffer areas, and sixty-eight “attenuation ponds” are to be dug along the route 
to accommodate surface runoff. The rhythm of water will be made to cohabit with 
the rhythm of the road – it must not be allowed to get in the way. Yet the past that 
protrudes in the course of roadworks calls the predictability of these rhythms into 
question: to fix the landscape at one moment in time is to ignore the story of flux.
What I have been trying to get at is the braiding of timelines and timespans along 
the A14: the speed of moving along the road, the lifetimes spent travelling up and 
Workers show the remains 
of woolly mammoth and 
woolly rhino uncovered 
while quarrying for road 
materials at Fenstanton, 
October 2018. 
Photo: Highways England.
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down that route, the pace of the landscape. The road has a time-depth that protrudes 
even when it is at its most static, as L.H. Johnson captures in one of the poems she 
produced while A14 writer in residence, “The Traffic Jam”:
The traffic turns the world into a gansey, woven 
with handfuls of wool no longer than my hand, 
knots of cars and lorries 
pushed together with shaking fingers 
that see a future, 
where the wool’s pulled tight by seawater 
and sorrow brings it to the door 
and the birds form a web of black 
and rain begins to fall, 
soft and shy as pained as love.
Eventually the vehicles around me 
start to experience a sense of adolescent liberty, 
and stay out past their curfew 
and go that little bit too 
far, too fast, 
stretching the knots and threads between us 
until it’s nothing more than memory.
Life over tarmac pressed down on river terrace. It is here that we glimpse time on 
the A14, somewhere between stuckness and flow.
Roadbuilding and bridge 
construction along the 
new route, December 
2017. 
Photo: Highways England.
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